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Abstract

Performance improvement of a power line communication system is presented here considering the noise as a
cyclostationary non-white Gaussian random process. Performance of a power line communication system is
severely deteriorated by fading and multipath effect. The impulsive noise has been considered time variant, has
short duration, random occurrence with a high power spectral density (PSD). It causes bit error in the signal.
Using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique, the effect of impulsive noise and fading
can be improved greatly. An analytic approach is presented to evaluate the performance of a power line
communication link in the presence of the above limitations. The simulation results show that there is
deterioration in system BER due to time and frequency dependence of noise and the degradation is found to be
significant at higher bit rates and bandwidth. The system suffers penalty in receiver sensitivity due to non-white
nature of the noise process. In this paper, an analytical approach using diversity reception is carried out to
examine the performance improvement of a power line channel in fading and impulsive noise. The system bit
error rate (BER) is compared numerically for both binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and OFDM system. The
BER results show that there is significant improvement in OFDM. Also the performance is remarkably upgraded
using diversity reception.
Keywords: cyclostationary noise, attenuation, PDF (probability density function), white noise, interference,
variance
1. Introduction

The main source of Power-line noise is caused by Electric appliances connected to the line (Janse, 2008; Ma, So,
& Gunawan, 2005; Ezio, 2006). Essentially, the power-lines or associated hardware improperly generate
unwanted radio signals that override or compete with desired radio signals. Power-line noise can impact radio
and television reception - including cable TV head-end pick-up and Internet service. Disruption of radio
communications, such as amateur radio, can also occur (Massaki, 2001). Loss of critical communications, such
as police, fire, military and other similar users of the radio spectrum can result in even more serious
consequences. Virtually all power-line noise, originating from utility company equipment, is caused by a spark
or arcing across some power-line related hardware (Janse, 2008; Tachikawa, Hokari, & Marubayashi, 1989).
During the last two decades several research works has been reported on the modeling and characterization of
power line noise (Article from john nosotti.doc, 2004). Noise in a power line results due to the effect of corona,
impulse voltages, electric arc between the lines, and affect the communication link severely (Voglgsang,
Langguth, Koerner, Steckenbiller, & Krnorr, 2000). The nature of power line noise is found to be a non-white
cyclostationary process (Masaaki, Takaya, & Hiraku, 2006). The modeling and simulation of PLC system using
several types of noise are also reported (Zimmermann & Dostert, 2002; Meng, Guan, & Chen, 2005; Katayama,
Itou, Yamazato, & Ogawa, 2005; Hooijen, 1997).
In a Power-line, the bit error rate (BER) performance of a communication link impaired by power line noises.
These noises consist of stationary background noise and time variant impulsive noise. Impulsive noise appears as
Poisson distribution. The multipath delay spread is a time dispersion characteristics of the channel. The signal is
made up of the sum of many signals, each traveling over a separate path. Since these path lengths are not the
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same, the informatioon carried on
n a PLC channnel experiencces a spread in delay as it
i travels betw
ween the
mitting station aand the receiviing station. Fuurthermore, thee same multipath environmeent causes seveere local
transm
variatioons in signal aas these multipaath signals aree added construuctively and deestructively at the receiving antenna.
The im
mpulsive noisee and multi-p
path effects arre the main factors
f
considered for degrrading the pow
wer line
commuunication (PLC
C) performancce. OFDM seeparate overall transmitted data in manyy parallel indeependent
sub-strreams. The loong symbol du
uration time m
makes OFDM
M perform bettter than singgle carrier schheme for
multi-ppath channel. O
OFDM may perform
p
better than single caarrier when thee channel is innterfered by im
mpulsive
noise, since
s
it can sprread the impullsive noise oveer multiple sym
mbols due to in
nverse fast Fouurier transform
m (IFFT).
Signal degradation inn a power line communicatioon due to multtipath fading, time
t
dispersionn etc. can be ovvercome
by diveersity techniquue (Tanaka & Someya, 19866). The basic concept
c
of diversity is that each
e
of the trannsmitted
signalss is received thhrough a numb
ber of separatee channels. Whhen several nu
umber of individual channel carrying
the sam
me informatioon are receiveed over multipple channels that
t
exhibit in
ndependent fadding with com
mparable
strengtths. The channces that all the independdently faded signal
s
compon
nents experience the samee fading
simultaaneously are ggreatly reduceed (Daisuke, Hideyuki, & Yoshiteru, 20
006). In this paper,
p
we proovide an
analytical approach tto find the bit error
e
rate (BER
R) performancce of a Power Line
L Communnication in the ppresence
h diversity in reeception using multiple receiiving antennass.
of impuulsive noise annd fading with
We havve presented aan analytical ap
pproach to findd the bit error rate (BER) peerformance off a communicaation link
impaireed by power line noise wh
hich is considdered as non--white additivee Gaussian cyyclostationary process
(Tachikkawa & Takuuma, 2010). In
n this paper, we have inveestigated the BER
B
perform
mance in a pow
wer line
commuunication conssidering the PLC
P
noise to bbe a non-whitte additive Gaaussian cyclosstationary proccess. We
propose that in a PLC
C environmentt, firstly the BE
ER performancce can be imprroved by usingg OFDM and ssecondly,
graded using diiversity receptiion.
the perrformance is reemarkably upg
2. Anaalysis of Non-w
white Additivee Gaussian Nooise
2.1 Sysstem Model
The bllock diagram of the power line communiication system
m for diversity
y reception useed for this annalysis is
shown in fig.1. The digital data from
fr
the intelligent electronics device (IE
ED) are multipplexed and trannsmitted
ontrol station through a wireless link. Thee signal transm
mitted is accom
from thhe substation tto a central co
mpanied
with nooise from the power line an
nd is receivedd by the receivver along with
h channel noise. We consideer BPSK
modulaation and coheerent demodulaation at the recceiver. The system model is shown
s
in Figurre 1.

Figure1.
F
Poweer line communnication netwo
ork
2.2 Theeoretical Analyysis
Noise in
i a power linee has a periodic feature with frequency 2

T acc

; where Tac is the period of AC mains. Hence

the am
mplitude distriibution can be
b assumed aas Gaussian. Therefore, po
ower line noise is assumeed to be
cyclosttationary addittive Gaussian noise
n
whose m
mean is zero annd the variancee is synchronouus to the AC vooltage of
mains. With this assuumption, the prrobability denssity function (P
PDF) of cyclostationary addditive Gaussiann noise is
b
given by,
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 n 2 (t ) 
exp  
2 
 2 t 
2 2 t
1

P (n(t )) 

(1)

Putting t  i Ts we can write,
1

P (n(iTS )) 

2 2  iTS 

 n 2 (iT ) 
exp  2 S 
 2 (iTS ) 

(2)

In this Equation  2 (t )   E[  2 (t )] is the instantaneous noise variance.
Since the variance  2 (t ) is a periodic function of the frequency
that P (n(iTs ))  P (n(iTs  j

2
, the PDF is also a periodic function. Such
Tac

Tac
)) for any integer j.
2

This is an important relation because the time dependent or non stationary features of noise are represent
mathematically in the closed form of PDF.
Let the received signal is given by,
r(t) = s(t) + n(t)
s(t) = signal component
n(t) = noise component
Let us assume that the power of signal is constant for a short duration t0    t  t0   , so the reference signal
for this time duration can be expressed as:
S (t )  2 PS cos(2 fC t   )

(3)

The power PS can be calculated as,
PS 

1
2



t0  

t0 

S 2 (t )dt

(4)

The signal is processed in a narrow band with band-pass and band-rejection filters of centre frequency f C .
2.3 Cyclostationary Noise
A cyclostationary additive Gaussian noise whose mean is zero and variance is synchronous to the AC voltage of
the mains the PDF of such noise at the instance t = iTs can be expressed as,
P  n  iTS   

 n 2 (iT ) 
exp   2 S 
2 2 (iTS )
 2 (iTS ) 
1

(5)

Here,

 2 (t )   E[  2 (t )]

(6)

equals instantaneous variance of the noise and E(.) equals ensemble average.
Based on the assumption that  2 (t ) is a periodic function the ensemble average is replaced by the average
instantaneous power of the normalized waveform taken at every

Tac
T
. Then for 0  iTS  ac , we have
2
2

instantaneous power (variance) of  (t ) as,
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T
1 2m 1 2
 ( iTs  j ac )

2m j 0
2

 m2 ( iTs ) 



2m 1


2m

 m2 ( iTs ) 

2

j 0

(7)

Tac 

 iTS  j 2 



(8)

In a cyclostationary noise characteristics
lt  2 m ( iTS )   2 ( iTS )

(9)

m 

Now, this function can be approximated a sample function with a small number of parameters. For this purpose
the model employs the following periodic function to approximate  2 (t ) ,
as such
L 1

 2 ( t )   Al sin(
l 0

2
t  l )
Tac

nl

(10)

Here, l = 0, 1, 2 ..... (L-1)
Al,

l

and nl denotes the characteristics of the noise.

By Fourier series expansion we get,
L 1

 2 ( t )   Al cos 2
l 0

2l
2l
t  Bl sin 2
t
Tac
Tac

(11)

where,

 1
T
 ac
Al  
 2
 Tac



Tac / 2



Tac / 2

0

0

Bl 

2
Tac

 2 ( t )dt;

for n  0

 2 ( t )cos 2

2l
tdt;
Tac



Tac / 2

0





n  0


 2 ( t ) sin 2

2l
tdt
Tac

2l

Tac / 2 L  1

(12)

(13)

Now,
Pn ( t ) 

2
Tac



Tac / 2 L  1

0

 A cos 2 T
l 0

1

ac

2
Pn (t ) 
Tac
2

Tac
L 1


l 0

tdt 

2
Tac



0

B
l 0

1

(14)

(15)

Tac / 2


2l Tac 
Bl   cos 2
t


Tac 4 l  t 0
l 0

L 1

2l
tdt
Tac

Tac


2l Tac  2

A
Sin
2
t

l

Tac 4l  t 0
l 0

L 1

sin 2

L 1
Al
B
sin 2 l   l (cos 2 l  1 )
2 l
l  0 2 l

(16)

(17)

Pn = Mean of the variance within a bit period = σ2
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2.4 Ber Calculation
We know

BER = 0.5 erfc[

  SNR 

2 Eb
]
No

(18)

Ps
E
P T
2 Eb
Ps

 b  s ac 
N0
N0
N0
N0 1
N0
B

2
2
2
2 Tac

So,



SNR 

Ps

(19)

 n2
Ps

L 1

(20)

L 1

Al
B
sin 2 l   l (cos 2 l  1 )

2

l
2
l 0
l 0  l
1


2


Ps

BER  0.5erfc  L 1
L 1
Al
Bl


sin
2

l
(cos
2

l
1
)



 

2

l
2

l
l 0
l 0
1

BER( i )  0.5erfc  SNR( i ) 2

(21)

(22)

3. Effect of Non-white Gaussian Noise

In preceding sections, a simple method of representing the performance of a power line communication link in
the presence of the noise in broadband and narrow band communication channel has been demonstrated. The
main purpose of this demonstration is to find out the BER in the presence of non-white additive Gaussian noise.
In this work, we have proposed a model for BER for both frequency dependent and frequency independent cases,
which cannot be represented by conventional models. It can be a useful tool for the performance evaluation of
Power Line Communication (PLC). It can be used as a tool for the design and evaluation of power line
communication system, and also as a powerful mean for the studies in interference and fading environment of
the noise in power lines.
4. Diversity Reception

So far, we have analyzed the BER performance of a power line system in the presence of non-white additive
Gaussian noises. So, the transmitted signal traveling in the channel is subjected to this impulsive noise, fading,
time dispersion, and other degradations. To overcome all those impairments and improve signal quality, we
propose diversity reception technique. In diversity technique the receiver has more than one version of the
transmitted signal is received through a distinct channel. When several version of the signal, carrying the same
information are received over multiple channels that exhibit independent fading with comparable strengths, the
chances that all the independently faded signal components experience the same fading simultaneously can be
greatly reduced.
5. Signal Combining for Diversity Reception

Diversity techniques can increase the system capacity and improve communication reliability (Tachikawa &
Takuma, 2010). By transmitting and receiving multiple copies of data, a MIMO system can effectively combat
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the effe
fects of fading.. Due to the hiigh hardware ccost of a MIM
MO system, anttenna diversityy techniques haave been
appliedd in MIMO syystem design to
o reduce the ssystem compleexity and cost. The fact that the transmitteed signal
must trraverse a potenntially difficultt environment with scattering, reflection, refraction
r
and so on and mayy then be
furtherr corrupted by thermal noisee in the receivver means thatt some of the received copiies of the dataa will be
better than
t
others. Thhis redundancy results in a higher chancee of being ablee to use one orr more of the received
copies to correctly decoded the received
r
signaal. In fact, space–time codiing combines all the copiees of the
much informattion from each
h of them as possible. Most work on
receiveed signal in ann optimal way to extract as m
wirelesss communicattions had focused on having an antenna arrray at only onee end of the wiireless link - uusually at
the recceiver. Using multiple anteennas improves performancce of the recceiver remarkaably. This proocess of
receiviing diverse coppies of the datta is known ass diversity receeption and is what
w
was largeely studied (K
Khalifa &
Zahir, 2009).
2
Antennna arrays can provide
p
diversity paths to com
mbat multipath
h fading of thee desired signall and are
able off reducing the ppower of interfering signals at the receiverr. The Combiniing methods considered in thhis paper
are maaximal ratio combining (MRC
C). Maximal rratio combining represents a theoretically optimal
o
combiiner over
fading channels as a diversity typ
pe in receiverr diversity in a communicattion system. Theoretically,
T
multiple
mbined so as too maximize th
he instantaneoous SNR at thhe output
copies of the same iinformation siignal are com
mmed & Widdad, 2010). However system
m designs ofteen assume thaat the fading is independennt across
(Moham
multiplle diversity channels.
Maxim
mum Ratio Com
mbining combines the inform
mation from alll received braanches for a multiple
m
antennaa system
in ordeer to increase the SNR. We employ
e
differennt gains to eacch antenna to get
g better signaal to noise ratio for the
joint siignals. We useed the differen
nt proportional constant factoors and gain, are
a approximaately equal to tthe route
mean square
s
of the ssignal level. Maximum
M
Ratioo Combining can
c provide thee diversity gaiin and array gaain but it
does noot assistance inn spatial multiiplexing scenaario. A simple diagram of brranch Antennaa Diversity is sshown in
Figure 2.

Figuree 2. Signal com
mbining (maxim
mum ratio com
mbining)
Maxim
mum Ratio Com
mbining generrally works byy weighting eaach branch wiith a complex factor of Wi aand then
addingg up the Nr brannches. The recceived signal caan be written as
a x(t)hi. The overall
o
signal can
c be written as,
y (t )  x (t )

a
the phasee
If we allow

N

r

i 1

w i h i exp{ j (  i   i )}

(23)

(i   i ) for branchess, then SNR off y(t) can be wrriting as
Nr

 MRC 

 x (  wi hi )2


i 1
Nr
2

w
i 1
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x is the transmitted energy signal. Solving the above expression by taking the derivation with respect to

wi

provides maximum combining values. In other words, each branch is multiplied with its signal-to-noise ratio.
The resulting SNR can be written as
Nr

 MRC 

 x (  hi )2
i 1



2

Nr

 i

(25)

i 1

When adding up the branches of SNR, the total SNR will be accomplished.
6. Analysis of Impulsive Noise

As mentioned earlier, PLC noise can be termed as background noise and impulsive noise. The background noise
is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance  2 w . The arrival of
impulsive noise follows a Poisson process (Massaki, 2001) with a rate of λ units per second, so that the event of
k arrivals in t seconds has the probability distribution (Tachikawa, Hokari, & Marubayashi, 1989),

Pk  e  t (  t )k / k ! k  0,1,2.....

(26)

The duration time of the impulsive noise Tnoise and time period is T. Pi is defined as the total average occurrence
of the impulsive noise duration in time T and P0 is the average duration without impulsive noise in time T, in
which duration only AWGN is present (Massaki, 2001). From (1),



   T ( T )k 
( T )k
( T )k 1 
Pi    e  T
( kTnoise ) / T  Tnoise   e  T
  Tnoise   e

k!
( k  1 )! 
k! 
 k 0

 k 1
 k 0

At higher value of k,


 e  T
k 0

( T )k
1
k!

(27)

 Tnoise

6.1 BER of Single Carrier BPSK under Impulsive Noise
If the BER under impulsive noise is Pbi and BER under AWGN is Pbw, then the BER of a single carrier BPSK is
given by (Voglgsang et al., 2000),
Pb  Pi Pbi  P0 Pbw

(28)

 Tnoise Pbi  ( 1 Tnoise )Pbw

(29)

Now,
Pbi  Q





(30)

 

(31)

2 Eb
N i  N0

and,
Pbw  Q

2 Eb
N0

Where Eb is the signal energy per bit, Ni and N0 are the power spectral density of the impulsive noise and AWGN
respectively. We get BER in BPSK under impulsive noise as
Pb  Tnoise Pbi  ( 1  Tnoise )Pbw
 Tnoise 0.5erfc

32

Eb

N0

1 

 ( 1  Tnoise )0.5erfc

Eb
N0
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6.2 BER of Single Carrier OFDM under Impulsive Noise
For OFDM, let the PSD of overall noise (includes impulsive noise and AWGN) be Nm where Nm is given by
(Voglgsang et al., 2000),
N m  N0  Pi N i

(33)

If AWGN noise power is N0 and impulsive noise power is Ni , then µ is defined as



Ni
N0

(34)

and BER of OFDM system under AWGN and impulsive noise is
Pb  Q

 

 Q( 2

2 Eb
Nm

Eb / N0
)
1  Tnoise

(35)

Eb / N0
)
1  Tnoise

 0.5erfc(

7. Performance Improvement through Diversity Reception

For OFDM, we assume that in case of diversity reception L is equal to the number of receiver, then Pb is given
by (Masaaki, Takaya, & Hiraku, 2006; Zimmermann & Dostert, 2002)
L 1

Pb  [ 0.5( 1   )] L  (
l 0

L 1 l
)[ 0.5( 1   )] l
l

(36)

assuming 0.5(1+µ) ≈ 1 and 0.5(1- µ) ≈ 1/4Γc
furthermore

L 1

(
l 0

L 1 l
2L  1
)
l
L

so, the BER in diversity reception is given by,
Pb  (

1
2L  1
)(
)
4 c
L

(37)

where,
Γc =

SNR in OFDM  2 2  Nbm  2 2 
E

Eb .N0
1  Tnoise

(38)

and the ratio of Impulsive noise power (Ni) to AWGN noise power (N0) µ is given by,



c
1 c

(39)

Pb is calculated taking  2 = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0, and L = 2, 4, 6 and 8.
8. Simulation Results

In order to investigate the BER performance in a power line communication system in the presence of non-white
additive Gaussian noise based on the formulas derived in the previous sections, we used computer simulation
with MATLAB. The expression of the signal to noise ratio is developed considering the frequency and time
dependence of the cyclostationary noise. The system bit error rate (BER) is then evaluated numerically for
several system parameters like system bit rate, Fourier coefficients of the non-white Gaussian noise process etc.
The simulation result is shown in Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6.
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Figure 3. Plot of BER vs. PS considering BER is
independent of frequency, plot is shown for
Rb=1Mbps

Figure 4. Plot of BER vs. PS considering BER is
independent of frequency, plot is shown for
Rb=1000 kbps

Figure 5. Plot of BER vs. PS considering BER is
dependent of frequency, plot is shown for Rb = 1e6

Figure 6. Plot of BER vs. PS considering BER is
dependent of frequency, plot is shown for Rb = 1e5

9. Discussion on Results

Following the theoretical approach presented in section II, we evaluate the bit error rate (BER) performance of a
power line communication system with white and non-white power spectral density of noise. The results are
presented in Figure 3 through Figure 6 for various system parameters. Figure 3 shows the plot of BER versus PS
for different values of Fourier coefficients of the noise variance. It is noticed that there is significant
improvement in BER performance depending on the values of Fourier coefficients Al and Bl. Optimum
performance corresponds to a set of values of Al and Bl. Similar results are depicted in Figure 4 for data rate
1000 kbps. Comparison of Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows that there is deterioration in system BER due to higher
data rate.
Results for frequency dependent noise PSD are depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6 considering the Fourier
coefficients as above. It is noticed that system performance is improved in the case of frequency dependent noise
which is considered as a narrowband noise.

9.1 OFDM System with Diversity Reception
The BER performance is analyzed and compared for both BPSK and OFDM channel in single carrier receiver.
The results show that the performance is significantly improved in OFDM. Results for diversity reception system
are discussed in the following sections.

9.2 BER Performance in Impulsive Noise
Three noise scenarios is considered, namely ‘Heavily disturbed’, ‘Moderately disturbed’ and ‘Lightly disturbed’
(Ma, So, & Gunawan, 2005; Meng, Guan, & Chen, 2005). For plotting Equation (36), the parameters are taken
from (Ma, So, & Gunawan, 2005) where IAT is the inter arrival time of the impulsive noise, which is the
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reciprocal of the arrival rate λ. The parameters as listed in Table 1. The BER performance in impulsive noise is
shown in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9.
Table 1. Parameters of the impulsive noise scenario
Impulsive noise scenario

IAT (1/λ)

Tnoise

I

Heavily disturbed

0.0196s

0.0641ms

II

Moderately disturbed

0.9600s

0.0607ms

III

Lightly disturbed

8.1967s

0.1107ms

0

0

10

-10

10

10

-10

10

mu=0.1, lamda=1/0.0196

-20

Pb

Pb

-30

-30

10

-40

10

-50

10

10

-40

10
10

mu=0.5, lamda=1/0.96

-20

10

10

-50

0

2

4

6

8

10

0

2

4

6

8

10

Eb/No

Eb/No

(a)

(b)
0

10

-10

10

mu=1.0, lamda=1/8.1967

-20

Pb

10

-30

10

-40

10

-50

10

0

2

4

6

8

10

Eb/No

(c)
Figure 7. (a)Plot of BER vs. SNR in OFDM system for µ=0.1 and λ=1/0.0196; (b) Plot of BER vs. SNR in
OFDM system for µ=0.5 and λ=1/0.96; (c) Plot of BER vs. SNR in OFDM system for µ=1.0 and λ=1/8.1967
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Figure 88. Plot of BER vs. SNR in diffferent values of µ, taking λ=
=1/0.0196
0

10

For BPSK
K

-10

10

-20

10
Pb

For OFDM
M
OFDM scenariio I
OFDM scenariio II
OFDM scenariio III
BPSK scenario I
BPSK scenario II
BPSK scenario III

-30

10

-40

10

-50

10

0

5

10
Eb/No

15

20

Figurre 9. BER in B
BPSK and OFD
DM under impuulsive noise inn different scen
nario given in Table
T
1
9.3 Performannce Improvemeent in Diversityy Reception
From the aboove analytical results it is clear that the B
BER performaance of powerr line communnication can bbe
improved usinng OFDM. M
Moreover it caan be further iimproved signnificantly usin
ng diversity reeception. Usinng
Equation (36), the results shhow that the peerformance is iimproved to a significant lev
vel. Again the improvement
i
iin
mber of receivver is shown in
n Figure 10, Figgure 11 and Fiigure 12.
increasing num
0

10

-10

Pb

10

-20

10

sigma2=0
0.5
Tnoise=0..0607
lamda=1/0.96

-30

10

-40

10

0

10

20
2
30
Eb/No

40

50

Figgure 10. BER performance inn diversity recception (L=2, 4,
4 6)
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Figure 11. B
BER performaance in diversitty reception (D
Diversity recep
ption for L=1, 2,
2 4, 6 and 8)
Note: For
F Figure 11,, Scheme I: Sig
gma^2 = 0.1, Tnoise = 0.06641, lamda = 1/0.0196;
1
Scheeme II: Sigma^^2 = 0.5,
Tnoise = 0.0607, lam
mda = 1/0.96; Scheme
S
III: Siggma^2 = 1.0, Tnoise
T
= 0.110
07, lamda = 1/88.1967.

Figure 12. P
Plot of perform
mance improveement (dB) in diversity recep
ption vs number of antenna
10. Conclusion
t bit error raate (BER) perrformance of a power line communication
c
n system
In this paper, firstly we evaluate the
w
and nonn-white powerr spectral dennsity of noisee. Secondly, a simple methhod of improvving the
with white
perform
mance of a poower line comm
munication linnk in the preseence of the im
mpulsive noise,, fading and m
multipath
effect in
i broadband aand narrow baand communiccation channel has been dem
monstrated. Thee main purposse of this
demonnstration is to ffind out the BER
B
in the preesence of abovve mentioned impairments. In this work, we have
proposed a model to mitigate the lo
osses for impuulsive noise, fadding and multiipath effect byy OFDM technnique and
u
of Power Line Communicatio
C
receptiion diversity. IIt can be a usseful tool for performance upgrading
n (PLC)
(Daisukke, Hideyuki, & Yoshiteru, 2006). How
wever, the impportance of th
his proposed model
m
is not oonly the
introduuction of a toool for the desig
gn and evaluattion of power line communication system,, however, in ddiversity
receptiion, the optimization of the antennas
a
has noot been studiedd, remains for future works.
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